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W1 Mays 2019 

Bow: Helen Sutton   5: Alexia Wilson 
2: Millie Johnson    6: Becky Diston 
3: Fro Folkeringa    7: Coco Newton 
4: Juliane Langer    Stroke: Katya Duncan 

Cox:  Sarah Beck 
Coaches: Bruce Bye, Joshua Efiong 

 

M1 Mays 2019 

Bow: Lucas Huysmans   5: Harry Sivills 
2: Owen Buchan    6: Joe Jenne (C)  

 3: Piers Crowther   7: Harris Webb 
4: Matt Webb    Stroke: Sam Armstrong (C) 

Cox: Julia Lasica 
Coaches: Bill Nolan, Gregory Tainter, Andrew Shipley 



 
 

President’s Welcome 
 

This newsletter comes bearing good news: ‘Binson yet again, is going up! We had a very 
enjoyable year here at Robinson which we could share with one of the highest student 
intakes yet. It’s an exciting year as 2019 also marks the end of the last five-year plan and 
allows us to reflect on what we have achieved and which objectives to set next. 
Highlights: 

• 4 boats were entered in May bumps (2 Men’s and 2 Women’s), all of them staying 

level or going up! 

• M1 are now in the top 5 boats in Lent bumps (2014 goal ACHIEVED!) and in spitting 

distance of the top 10 in Mays. They went up 2 this Easter and now sit in 11th 

position on the river. 

• W1 reversed the trend from last year and stayed level or went up in both sets of 

bumps 

• M2 finished the season 2nd of division 3 - the best they have ever been – with 

division 2 in clear line of sight 

• A much needed 4+, Rachel Murray, was purchased for the women’s side 

• We concluded a sponsorship agreement with Undo  

RCBC remains Robinson’s largest and most 
vibrant club, we had 5 crews consistently 
training over last season and this Michaelmas 
term, the lower boats captains introduced 
more than 50 students to our sport. We hope 
these high numbers translate into sustained 
participation of W2 and M3 boats in Lent and 
May bumps. Beyond our club, we continue to 
support our very own treasurer, Sam 
Armstrong, who rowed in the university’s 
lightweight boat last year and is trialling 
again this year. 
 
RCBC continues to employ four men’s and 
two women’s eights, as well as a men’s and 

the new women’s four. With college financing and the help of Pegasus Boat Club we are 
able to maintain the current fleet and add to the accompanying equipment including new 
RandallFoils. With the club size ever increasing and with equipment ageing however, we 
have an outlook to purchase a new women’s eight this year as well as an accompanying set 
of blades to ease the pressure off poor old ElFreida. 
We could not continue to succeed without the unwavering support of Pegasus Boat Club 
and our dedicated alumni who continue to support the club via financing, coaching and 
technical expertise. This past year the club has enjoyed numerous occasions to welcome 
past students back to Cambridge including the Fairbairns race, the annual Robinson College 
Beer Festival, the boat naming ceremony for Rachel Murray as well as at our Boat Club 
Dinner’s. It was also exciting for current members to see past Robinson legends pop up as 



 
 

bank parties and coaches, so if you want to see your club again do not hesitate to contact 
us!  
If you wish to share your sporting expertise, your stories of success or frustration from past 
bumps campaigns or just feel like you want to get back in touch with the club again, I will 
use this opportunity to extend an invite, as always, to our annual Lent and May Boat Club 
Dinners held on the Saturday 29th February and Saturday 13th June respectively. 
Since joining as a fresher, Robinson College Boat Club quickly became as big a part in my 
university life as my degree and I’m sure I’ll remember my bumps stories far better than any 
of my exam questions. I hope RCBC continues to incite the same joy and passion in its 
members as it has for me and I promise we’ll do our bloody well best to keep our upward 
trajectory over the next season! 
 
Katya Duncan 
President 2019-2020

 
 
   



 
 

M1 Season Review 2018-19 
 

 

Our year began with a lot of new faces in M1, with myself being the only returner to the 
Michaelmas crew. Sam and Matt trialling for the lightweights, Harris running and others 
graduating. But some, Greg Tainter, not leaving. This early setback in terms of year-on-year 
continuity made the crew's achievements throughout the year all the more impressive. 
Michaelmas term began with just eight rowers and one cox on the senior side from a mix of 
backgrounds, however after three dropped out in the first few weeks it was clear we were 
looking at a Fairbairns four for the end of term race. Coached predominantly by a Mr Harris 
Webb, the crew quickly began moving as one. After a couple testing races we ended term 
coming 5th in Fairbairns Cup, drawing to Emma. 
 
After a gruelling winter programme, cruelly arranged by my CULRC co-captain - it was clear 
throughout rowing week that this term was going to be one of high fitness and high 
competitiveness. Additionally a few returning heavy lifters, President Hugh Burton and 
Pegasus Boat Club Secretary Harris Webb, and an uninjured fresher sculler found their way 
into fleshing out the M1 crew. The crew and I were looking at a tough Lent bumps position 
to move on at 7th place. Lent term saw a lot more Greg Tainter, always a treat, and we were 
whipped into shape - winning as the fastest Robinson Head senior men's IV. The only crew 
entered in the category, but no doubt still a strong row. After a *particularly* bonding Lent 
term for the first boat, and the use of a (as far as I know the only in RCBC history) seat race 
to establish a few competitive positions in M1, we were ready for bumps.  
 
Day one was over quickly, from 7th 
on the river we reached 6th by 
halfway round first post corner, 
Christs fell easily. The crew - for 
many of whom this was their first 
senior bumps - were ready for more, 
and as a pious bunch, we only had 
Jesus in our minds. The following two 
days gusted 80 km/hr into our bow 
and our leaner, fitter crew suffered, 
letting Jesus slip away both times as 
we gained before rowing over. Some 
would say that it was the injury of our bowman at midnight the day before our race and 
replacement by a disenfranchised CUBC triallist (our very own Harry Sivills), that gave us the 
upper hand on the final day of bumps. I look to the skies and note that the wind had settled 
somewhat, a blessing for leanness and meanness we possessed. Regardless Jesus were 
caught in spectacular fashion - see tinyurl.com/lentrcbc- coming round Ditton corner with 
one meter separation, the Jesus cox made a last ditch evasion effort and steered to the 
opposite side of the reach. Seeing an opportunity for a historic overtake bump, our cox Julia 
stuck to the racing line. As both coxes drew level the call to steer in was made and the two 
boats entangled in the most satisfying way to take Robinson College Boat Club to 5th on the 
river in Lent Bumps - the highest position the club has been in Lents so far. With Pembroke, 



 
 

Downing, Caius and Maggie ahead 2020 Lents will be exciting. It is also important to note 
that by this point a fast FaT starting at 10th place had bumped up everyday so far chasing us 
on the final day, by reaching this historic milestone RCBC was also able to push off them and 
deny them blades.  

 
Summer term and the return of the Sam and Matt, lighter than a cox and covered in blisters, 
plus Harry permanently fixed in the team meant the experience levels in the boat soared 
and the quality of chat was unbelievable. This shakeup sent ripples down to M2 as well, 
where injured ex-M1 ex-sculler Michael Bradnick was steered into the coxing position and a 
new crew was confident in beating their Lents spoons record. With a couple appearances 
from Andrew Shipley and the return of the mighty Bill Nolan adding to Greg's expertise, the 
first boat were feeling confident that June would bring victory. Secondly Harris's purchase of 
Randall foils(.com), would surely bring us a 5% free speed increase as advertised. With a sub 
in the boat we came 12th at Champ's head, and the competition was fierce, there were only 
4 seconds between us and 7th place, nothing was decided yet. Come May bumps we began 
chasing a very fast Kings boat. Although we gained on them considerably in the 700m or so 
they were racing, the Queen's crew ahead of them were caught and we rowed over. The 
following day it was our turn to catch Queen's (slightly earlier) at first post corner. Day three 



 
 

and it was Jesus again, with happy memories from the previous term we made contact at 
Ditton - no sideways escapes were attempted this time. The final day and we had our 
opportunity to prove to Kings we were the faster crew. However although we jostled just 
under a length away from them for most of the course, they with FaT just a length ahead of 
them proved to be tough enough to make it last the length of the course, ending a tough 
but rewarding year of rowing for M1.  
 
The year of Sam and my captaincy felt like a year of great positive progression, it felt like we 
improved on every race, from a total senior side of five men and one cox to the 25 strong 
side coached by alumni and fellows mixed with university triallists. All while developing 
some of the previous year's novices to be fine oarsmen, lifting Robinson up a peg or two. 
We also unfortunately had to say goodbye to Piers Crowther who was part of the crew (and 
rugby) everyday since October, Josh Efiong who recently upgraded from injured coach to 
M2 stroke, and finally Greg Tainter who probably joined the club a decade or two ago but 
we don't know as records didn't exist then. All will be missed very much. Sam and I would 
also like to thank all the coaches, rowers, coxes, subs, repairmen, bank parties and alumni 
who make this beautiful sport possible for us to enjoy. We wish the next mens captains the 
very best. 
 
Yeah Binson! 
 
Joe Jenne 
Men’s Captain 2018-2019   



 
 

W1 Season Review 2018-19 
 

The 2018-2019 season was a big one for ‘Binson’s women’s side. We wanted to bump. We 
wanted to recruit. We wanted a comeback. The big objective was to build a team and share 
the love of the Mighty Binson with as many new rowers as possible. And it looks like the 
efforts paid off!  
The Michaelmas term combined developing the existing squad with a heavy recruitment 
drive. Pulling out all the stops, the fresher’s got the high tech Downing Tank experience in 
their first couple of weeks, the whole women’s squad came together on Wednesday 
evenings for WonderWoman circuit sessions and rowing was replaced with running 
whenever the red flag disturbed our morning outings. As a result, some outstanding times 
were pulled at Queen’s ergs where the team pushed their way into the final to achieve a 
satisfying 7th place. One of the best times I’ve ever seen was pulled by the master’s student, 
Juliane Langer, who was subsequently invited to erg in the Goldie boathouse and take 
training up a notch. Luckily for me, she erged with them, but still rowed with ‘Binson. Shark 
hats were adorned for a well fought Emma sprints race and the team battled the elements 
through a, chilly, windy and shortened Fairbairn’s course to obtain a respectable tied 17th 
position. The senior team meanwhile, welcoming an experienced fresher, building on the 
team from last season and training a new cox, managed to half their rank from the year 
before and proudly placed 6th in their Fairbairn’s IV+ the next day. 

 
Set with an ambitious Christmas training plan, the squad returned for rowing week where 
novices and seniors were mixed to drive the team forward. Showing some excellent 
dedication with blistered hands to prove it, excellent progress was made. The crew even 
took part in my mad scavenger hunt which included running around town blade in hand. 
Needless to say, it was a solid - and I was reported, enjoyable - teambuilding exercise and by 
the end of the week both Matt Luscombe and Elfrieda were out on the river and two boats 
for the first time in two years were formed. 
With no time to waste, W1 proved themselves to be a crew to beat by coming 6th at 
Newnham Short Course (various members of PBC might have met a very happy Women’s 
Captain that same evening at the Robinson College Annual Beer Festival) and with the help 
of our coaches Bruce Bye and Josh Efiong we refined our technique and built on our stamina 
to become a competitive crew. We suffered unfortunate results at Pembroke Regatta (fair 



 
 

enough, it was the day after Robinson’s legendary Rainbow Bop), and only solved the ‘cox 
problem’ (i.e  not having one) two weeks before day 1 of races (Sarah Beck, Hallelujah!), 
nevertheless we entered the Lent bumps week with high hopes. 
The team soared through day 1: despite it being a first bumps race for the majority of the 
crew, W1 delivered a quick and painless bump on Magdalene before Headship Station. Our 
second race was however, very frustrating. Chasing Emma, we had high hopes for a bump, 
but that chance was taken from us when Sidney, two boat ahead of us, suffered a crash off 
the start giving Emma easy pickings on them. We had to satisfy ourselves instead with a 
tough piece down a windy, wavy course to a row over. Our third race was fraught with 
technical issues and a re-row due to another crashing crew up ahead (you’ve got to take the 
bumps races as they come) lead to fortune giving our crew the full taste of a bumps 
campaign as Selwyn caught us just before the plough, their revenge from last year. The final 
day concluded with a tough row through, leaving us level overall. It was not the result we 
had hoped for, but we clinked our BCD glasses together feeling proud of the fast and 
professional crew we had become – got a Rowbridge to prove it. 

 
 
In easter term, with exams fast approaching for many of us, we only had time to enter 
Champs 8 Head before the crew decided we needed to get our heads down and study. Still 
committed to training, we had some immensely rewarding outings in the soft Easter term 
evenings as well as some, very real, blood, sweat and tears in the lead up to our bumps 
campaign. By the time race day came around we pulled on our knee high blue and yellow 
socks, streaked our cheeks with blue and yellow war paint, slipped into our, erm, white, grey 
and yellow zephyrs and were ready to take on the competition by a storm. Day 1 was 
probably my favourite bump so far, Corpus fought gallantly against us but it was clear we 
were taking bites out of the distance between us through the gut. They then teasingly 
slipped away at our first contact attempt in front of the Plough but couldn’t escape a second 
challenge halfway down the reach. Day 2 was an excellent, quick bump on Pembroke after 
the previous day’s hardship. Then our luck ran out, as key team player Froukje Folreringa 
was forced to leave the campaign early due to family obligations. Remaining nevertheless 
undefeated for the rest of the week, we had two row overs and ended +2 overall. 



 
 

 
On a personal note, I absolutely loved being the Captain of this crew, the feeling of speed 
picking up in the first few strokes after the gun and knowing they all had my back. I’m 
immensely grateful for all the hard work they put in, the strong friendships that were made 
along the way and can only hope that rowing at Robinson brought as much joy to them this 
season as it did to me. 
 
Katya Duncan 
Women’s Captain 2018-2019   



 
 

M2 Season Review 2018-19 
 

I’ve been lucky enough to watch Robinson M2 mature during my short 3 years in the club – 
it has been a story of “going up ‘Binson” (a trademark of Bill Nolan) since I arrived. 
Superblades in Lent 2017, bright personalities, and some strong M1 results has made seem 
going up an inevitability. 2019 was a different challenge. 2019 was gritty and hard and, in 
many ways, the most emotive campaign I’ve been a part of. 
 M2 this year made up in physicality what it lacked in experience. A crew in a new 
place on the river following blistering results from previous years was a challenge taken on 
primarily by new faces from a strong group of novices. It would take time to gel. In Lent 
term, crew selection was marred by injury and it took some time for the crew to come 
together – all in the typical maelstrom of bad weather and yellow flags that is Lent term. 
 

 
The Lents position was perilous. Sat in one of the highest placing’s Robinson M2 has ever 
enjoyed, it was always going to going to be a case of eat-or-be-eaten and from Day One the 
ambition was always another year of assault on the sunlit uplands of Division 2. A promising 
result in Robinson Head, albeit with a super sub in the form of Harry Sivils, gave us some 
hope that we’d be rising even higher but gains were hard-fought and tensions high. As 
always, the first day was absolutely crucial. A very strong Emma 2 crew that were out for 
revenge having gone down to a railway bridge wonder-bump on the final day last year. In 
the event, although we moved strongly on Christs ahead, Emma were triumphant and 
remained so – going up 5 and up a division overall. From then on it got no easier for M2 as 
faster crews continued to rise up the river, including the rapid Magdalene M2. By the end of 
the week it was spoons, and lots of lessons to learn for coaches and crew, for the first time 
in a number of years. 
 
Then came a question that M2 hasn’t had to face in recent years – how can you move on 
from Spoons, with the crew largely unchanged, in an even tougher field? We took it one 
session at a time, and the heads came up. ‘Working the process’ and putting potential 
outcomes out of sight and out of mind can work wonders in some cases. The crew began to 
take a great deal of personal responsibility for their individual physical gains and started to 



 
 

build momentum on the water too as positivity bred positivity. The atmosphere surrounding 
the training was probably more important than the programme itself! A win and a loss at 
Pembroke regatta left us with a balance of new-found confidence against unease from last 
term’s result. 
 
The position in Mays felt remarkably similar to both last year’s campaign and that of the 
Lents. We sat at 4th with some of the fastest boats in the division chasing, including the 
apparently unbeatable Magdalene M2 two places behind. Last year M2 had successfully 
held of Magdalene to finish a fantastic +3 in a very tough field – could such a thing possibly 
happen again? The maturity and determination shown by a crew which included 7 members 
who had never rowed-over before, let along bumped up, was nothing short of remarkable. 
Day 1 saw us gain on the crew ahead before they bumped out leaving a solid row-over. Day 
2 was the race of high stakes with Magdalene – the fastest crew in the division and 
demonstrably faster than most college M1s. Once again it was bump-or-be-bumped but this 
time RCBC would hold their nerve to come out on top. The relief and feeling of bumping up 
cannot be overstated and a second bump the following day was just as gratefully received. 
This felt like nothing less than redemption for coaches and crew alike. As a statistic, +2 in 
Mays 2019 will not rank as one of the best results of an M2 in recent years but it was as 
hard-fought as any I’ve ever seen and one that we are immensely proud of. Sitting 2nd in 
Division 3 the dream of reaching our highest ever M2 position remains alive and well, and 
for that I would like to personally thank to crew that just would not lie down – onward and 
upward ‘Binson! 

 
 
Harris Webb 
M2 Coach, 2019  



 
 

W2 Season Review 2018-19 
 

Michaelmas started off well with a successful recruitment campaign and plenty of novice 
interest. We were also lucky to be joined by Noor (women’s LBC for this year), who was a 
fresher but had a lot of rowing experience from school and was able to join the seniors. 
Despite narrow losses in Emma sprints, as bank party I can confirm that our shark hats were 
a hit with other bank parties and coaches. The conditions during Fairbairns were particularly 
challenging, so much so that the course had to be shortened, but the novice women put up 
a good fight and placed 18th.  
 

Rowing week was a great success; we were joined by lots of novice women and it was really 
nice to see their commitment pay off as they showed great improvement. At the start of 
Lent term, we were thrilled to have 2 full women’s crews. W2 aimed to get 3 outings a week 
as an VIII, but luck was not on our side with poor weather conditions and 2 members getting 
seriously injured about halfway through Lent. However, we are very grateful to last year’s 
captain George McCosh for her help as a regular sub/coach to enable the rest of us to get as 
many outings as we could! A combination of injured crew and some of the scientists in our 
crew having unavoidable afternoon commitments, we were forced to scratch our Lent 
bumps entry, but it left us even more determined for Mays. It also meant one of our rowers 
was able to sub into Clare Hall W1, for whom an unfortunate bump on the last day left them 
+0 overall.  
 

Our 2 injured rowers rejoined W2 in Easter 
term and with better weather conditions we 
were able to train regularly and make more 
progress. We also had a novice join us in 
Easter term, and she improved extremely 
quickly despite the steep learning curve. 
Though for most of our crew it was their first 
bumps (and we had a different equipment 
failure on 3 out of the 4 days), we had a 
strong performance in Mays; we got bumped 
on the first day by a strong First and Third 
W2, but got better with each day and 
bumped Fitz W3 at first post corner on day 3. 
We finished bumps +0 overall, getting down 
to a canvas on First and Third W2 but just 
missing out on a revenge bump on the final 
day. 
 
 
 
 

Nevertheless, I had an absolute blast being LBC and it was terrific to see the crew really 
come together as a team. We made excellent progress over the year and it’s fantastic to 
have some returning members this year. Huge thanks to our coach Josh Efiong, without 



 
 

whom we would not have improved as much as we did (and definitely would not have been 
able to navigate our equipment woes).  
Shreeya Bhogle  
Women’s LBC 2018-19 

  



 
 

Pegasus Boat Club in 2018-19 
 

A word from Joe Griffiths, Co-Chair of the Pegasus Boat Club 
 

Pegasus Boat Club has continued to support RCBC this term, in particular helping to provide 
some much-needed coaching support on the Cam. We would strongly encourage any of our 
alumni members to get in touch with the RCBC Captains if they are able to help coach in 
Lent or May term, whether as a one-off or a more regular session. 
 
Additionally, the annual Pegasus Boat Club London Dinner was held on Saturday 16th 
November. It was great to catch up with rowers and friends from across the years; slightly 
over a quarter of a century of RCBC was represented. As ever, there were stories shared of 
past triumph and mishap on (and off!) the Cam, and news of how the current club is 
progressing. Join us next time at the Mays Dinner in June, and at next year’s London dinner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Pegasus Boat Club Committee would welcome new members; if you are interested, 
please contact Joe Griffiths (jrdgriffiths@cantab.net) or Bruce Bye (bruce.bye@cantab.net)  
 
 

Other Exciting News! 

On Saturday, 15th June a boat naming ceremony of 
the Rachel Murray was held in the summer 
sunshine at the Cambridge Rowing Association 
Boathouse for the splendid new quad. Members 
of Robinson College Boat Club , The Pegasus Boat 
Club  and other members of College gathered on 
the bank of the river Cam to celebrate the 
sporting achievements and  invaluable 
contributions to College and Cambridge University 
rowing of Dr Rachel Murray (Veterinary Medicine, 
1984) in whose honour the new boat was named. 

mailto:jrdgriffiths@cantab.net
mailto:bruce.bye@cantab.net


 
 

Results Record 
 

Race Boat Time Category Category Result Overall 

Michaelmas Term 2018 

Emma Sprints NM1 - M1 Division 1st Round - Lost to Downing NM1 

NW1 - W2 Divison 1st Round - Lost to Churchill NW1 

NM2 - M3/W3 Division Finals - Division Winner 

Clare Novices’ 
Regatta 

NM1 - Men’s A VIII (Cup) 1st Round - Lost to Fitzwilliam A 

NM2 - Men’s B VIII (Plate) Quarter-final – Lost to Lady 
Margaret C 

The Fairbairn 
Cup 
 

M1 11:57 Men’s Senior IV 7th  

- 
Course length 

varied 
- 

W1 14:14 Women’s Senior IV 16th 
Alumni 16:11 Men’s Invitational 7th  

NM1 7:13 Men’s Novice VIII 9th  
NW1 8:34 Women’s Novice 

VIII 
18th  

NM2 7:40 Men’s 2nd Novice 
VIII 

26th 

Lent Term 2019 

Newnham 
Shortcourse 

M1 6:53 M1 Division 5th  6th  

W1 7:56 W1 Division 4th  36th  

M2 7:20 M2 Division 6th  23rd  

W2 10:18 Time only IV - - 

Robinson 
Head 

W1 12:05 Women’s IV 2nd  18th  

M2 9:46 Men's 2nd  VIII 3rd  10th  

Pembroke 
Regatta 

W1 - W1 Division 1st Round – Lost to St. Cat’s W1 

M2 - M2 Division 2nd Round – Lost to Clare M2 

M3 - M3 Division 1st Round – Lost to Jesus M3 

LENT 
BUMPS 

M1 Bump on Christ’s 
Row over 
Row over 
Bump on Jesus 

W1 Bump on Magdalene 
Row over 
Bumped by Selwyn 
Row over 

M2 Bumped by Emmanuel II 
Bumped by St. Catharines II 
Bumped by Magdalene II 
Bumped by Trinity Hall II  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Race Boat Time Category Category Result Overall 

Easter Term 2019 

Champs 8’s 
Head 

M1 4:33 Men’s 8 – Mays 1 9th  12th  

W1 5:24 Women’s 8 – Mays 2 5th  69th  

M2 4:58 Men’s 8 – Mays 3 10th  41st  

X-Press Head M2 7:46 Men’s 8 - Mays 3 1st  13th  

MAY 
BUMPS 

M1 Row over 
Bump on Queens’ 
Bump on Jesus 
Row over 

W1 Bump on Corpus 
Bump on Pembroke II 
Row over 
Row over 

M2 Row over 
Bump on Christ’s II 
Bump on Queens’ II 
Row over 

W2 Bumped by First and Third II 
Row over 
Bump on Fitzwilliam III 
Row over 



 
 

Key Dates and Contacts 
 
As a Boat Club and a Committee, we would be delighted to welcome any support old blades 
can offer, by bank partying races, coaching and by continuing to sponsor the club. Please feel 
free to contact us on the email addresses listed below or to support us at any races 
throughout the year. We would also like to invite all Old Blades to May Boat Club Dinner on 
Saturday 13th June 2020. 

 
Contacts 
 

Pegasus Boat Club Secretary: 
Lucas Huysmans 
lh568@cam.ac.uk 
 

President: 
Katya Duncan 
krd36@cam.ac.uk 

 
Men’s Captains: 
Owen Buchan and Harry Sivills 
robinson.men@cucbc.org  

 
Women’s Captains: 
Millie Johnson and Helen Sutton 
robinson.women@cucbc.org 

 
 

Key Dates  

Lent Bumps    25th - 29th February 2020 

Lightweight Boat Races  TBC, March 2020 

Head of the River Race   21st March 2020 

The Boat Races   29th March 2020 

May Bumps    10th – 13th June 2020 

May’s BCD    13th June 2020 
 

 

 

 

For more information go to:     Our Sponsor: 

- www.facebook.com/robinsonboatclub 

- www.robinsonboatclub.co.uk    https://undo.io 

mailto:lh568@cam.ac.uk
http://www.facebook.com/robinsonboatclub
http://www.robinsonboatclub.co.uk/

